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AK Press, United Kingdom, 2005. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 223 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. There is a crisis facing music. The signs are everywhere, from the
saturation of public space by tuneful trivia to the digital downloading controversy. Quantity has
replaced quality. The number of units sold is now the criteria by which music is judged and highgloss, mass-produced, low-content music is everywhere. You can t shop, eat, ride a bus or see a
movie without hearing it as each day you are inundated with enticements to buy it. Like the
replacement of essential nutriment by junk food, music lovers are expected to surrender their
critical faculties and consume the phony McMusic that can be more effectively controlled and
profitably sold than the genuine article.Callahan unravels and elucidates the crises facing music as
well as its liberatory potential. The Trouble with Music includes discussions of: technology and its
effects on music making and listening; superabundance and the absence of critical thought; the
development of radio; music criticism; copyright; the digital domain and the Internet; labor and
music making; and the special relationships among words, dance, politics and music. A large
segment of the general public...
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Reviews
It is straightforward in read through better to fully grasp. I really could comprehended everything out of this composed e publication. Your way of life
period will likely be transform when you full reading this article publication.
-- Merl Jaskolski II
Complete guide! Its such a great study. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Dr. Hermann Marvin PhD
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